Customized self-expanding bare metal Y stents in the treatment of malignant carinal stenosis: a retrospective analysis
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Background: Self-expanding Y metal stent insertion is a safe and effective palliative method for malignant lesions involving the lower trachea, tracheal carina, and the main-stem bronchi. However, the length and degree of airway stenosis in different patients tend to vary, which leads to a call for a customized Y stent that could achieve a better treatment effect.

Methods: This retrospective analysis included patients who received customized self-expanding bare metallic Y stents for malignant carinal stenosis at Beijing Tiantan Hospital, Capital Medical University between January 2007 and June 2020. CT scans and initial bronchoscopy were performed to provide reliable data for stent selection and size customization. Data on technical success, clinical success, and follow-up were analyzed.

Results: A total of 36 patients (26 males and 10 females; median age, 61 years; age range, 30–83 years) were enrolled. Technical success was 97.2% (35/36), while clinical success was 97.2% (35/36). There was no procedure-related mortality. Out of 35 patients, 4 (11.4%) had stent-associated complications that did not affect the procedure of stent insertion. Re-stenosis of the stent due to tumor progression was the main mid- and long-term stent-related complication (65% and 57.1%, respectively), followed by stent fractures (5% and 14.3%, respectively).

Conclusions: The current study described the design and insertion of customized self-expanding bare metal Y-stents and demonstrated the feasibility of their use for maintaining tracheal and main-stem bronchus patency in malignant carinal stenosis. This approach could be used as a bridging method before commencing adjuvant therapy and final palliative therapy for the relief of symptoms.
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Introduction

Malignant central airway obstruction is a life-threatening disease (1), in which malignant carinal stenosis is the most severe scenario. Resection surgery is usually contraindicated for a variety of reasons. For such cases, therapeutic interventional bronchoscopy is preferred as it is less invasive and suitable for critically ill patients.

Y-shaped silicon stents have been traditionally used to treat malignant carinal stenosis (2,3). However, they have poor shape-adaptability, difficult placement, and secretion retention (4). Self-expanding Y metal stents are relatively easy to insert, and they lead to less secretion retention; but their length cannot be adjusted by clinicians like silicone Y stent, which leads to a call for a customized Y stent that could achieve a better treatment effect.
Micro-Tech stents (Micro-Tech Corporation, Nanjing, China) are self-expanding metal (nickel titanium alloy) stents available in different shapes that are individually customizable. The current study described the design and use of customizable Micro-Tech self-expanding bare metal Y stents in malignant carinal stenosis, and the feasibility of using customized Y metal stents in the treatment of malignant carinal stenosis was evaluated.

We present the following article in accordance with the STROBE reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/apm-20-2332).

Methods

The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (as revised in 2013). The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Beijing Tian Tan Hospital (approval ID: JS2013-007-02). All patients gave their written informed consent to undergo the stent insertion, and for their data to be used in this study.

Patients

This retrospective analysis included all patients with malignant carinal stenosis treated with a customized self-expanding bare metallic Y stent at Beijing Tian Tan Hospital, Capital Medical University between January 2007 and June 2020. Data including demographics, etiologies, stenosis locations, imaging findings, stent dimensions, technical success, and complications after stent placement were collected with the help of medical records and bronchoscopy records. Telephone calls were made to the patients and/or their relatives to get the most recent updates of the patient’s condition. For patients who could not be reached by telephone, the last appointment date was considered as the censored date.

Design of customized Y metal stents

Multi-slice spiral computed tomography (MSCT) scans of the chest with 1.25 mm collimation, including coronal and sagittal reconstructions, and initial bronchoscopy were performed to provide reliable data for stent selection and size customization.

The Y stent contained a tracheal limb and two main bronchial limbs. Stent diameter of tracheal limb and bronchial limbs were determined by calculating mean diameters of healthy adjacent zones. The diameters of the adjacent healthy patent airway zone were measured in the axial plane as 2 orthogonal diameters. The “healthy adjacent zone” was defined as airway visible on CT images that were considered as normal morphology without any mass distortion of apparent reduction of normal diameter and without any fistula formation (5). The stent diameter (D) of the tracheal limb \( D_{\text{tracheal}} = (X_A + Y_A)/2 \) and diameter of bronchial limbs \( D_{\text{bronchial}} = (X_B + Y_B)/2 \) are shown in Figure 1A,B.

The length of the stenosis was also measured on coronal reconstructions, and 5-10 mm were added respectively to determine the length (L) of the tracheal limb and bronchial limbs \( L_{\text{tracheal}} = L_{\text{stenosis of tracheal}} (L_A) + 5-10 \text{ mm}; L_{\text{bronchial}} = L_{\text{stenosis of bronchial}} (L_B) + 5-10 \text{ mm} \) (Figure 1C). The 5-10 mm addition at both ends was used to ensure that the stent will cover all the diseased parts. The angle of Y stent (\( A_Y \)) was determined by the angle between the long axes of the mainstem bronchus (Figure 1D), after which the stent parameters were marked on the drawing and sent to the manufacture (Micro-Tech Corporation, Nanjing, China). Finally, the customized Y stents were made and sent back to the hospital within 5 days.

Stent placement

Preoperative and pre-anesthetic evaluations were conducted by interventional pulmonologists and anesthetists, respectively. Before the stent was inserted, other interventional procedures, such as mechanical debulking, electrocautery, and laser ablation, were also performed if interventional pulmonologists thought it was needed.

The customized self-expanding bare metal Y stent was loaded on a 27-F delivery catheter. It could be inserted orally or by rigid bronchoscopy. The early 12 cases performed until 2013 were orally inserted. With the patients under total intravenous anesthesia and remaining spontaneous respiration, both the guidewire and introducer sheath were inserted orally. The release process of the stent was the same as the bellow mentioned. After 2013, the placement of Y stents in our center was performed during a rigid bronchoscopy under general anesthesia with high-frequency jet ventilation in order to obtain a better tolerance and safety in patients. A rigid bronchoscope was inserted first, after which through the rigid bronchoscope, a 0.035-inch guidewire (Boston Scientific Corporation, Marlborough, MA, USA) was inserted in the left or right main-stem bronchus via a flexible bronchoscope. The flexible bronchoscope was subsequently withdrawn, and the delivery
system was advanced into the carina with the corresponding bronchial limb of the stent passing over the guidewire. The bronchial limbs bound by threads were exposed after the initial retraction of the introducer sheath (Figure 2A). Under direct visualization through an ultra-thin flexible bronchoscope (LF-DP, OLYMPUS, Japan. Outer diameter: 3.1 mm), the stent bronchial limbs were completely inserted into the relevant main-stem bronchus. The bronchial limbs were released by pulling the bound threads out of the delivery system by the ring-pull. The tracheal limb was released by further withdrawal of the introducer sheath, thus completing the stent placement (Figure 2B).

**Figure 3** depicts a case that was evaluated preoperatively using the above method. The parameters of Y stent were marked on the drawing (Figure 3A), and the drawing was sent to the manufacture to make a customized self-expanding bare metal Y stent. Figure 3B and Figure 3C show the CT images obtained before stent insertion and after stenting.

**Assessment**

Technical success was defined as the exact placement of the stent, indicating successful deployment across the target lesion. Recorded respiratory support before and after the procedure was used as an indirect parameter of symptom improvement. Respiratory support was classified into 4 grades: breathing room air, low concentration oxygen therapy by cannula (FiO₂≤33%), high concentration oxygen therapy by mask (FiO₂≥35%), and invasive ventilation. Clinical success was defined as symptomatic improvement (at least 1 grade in the respiratory support) and improvement of the modified Medical Research Council (mMRC) dyspnea scale (at least 1 grade) after
stent placement. Complete pulmonary function testing was not available for all patients because most of the patients were unable to perform expiratory maneuvers due to the advanced stage of cancer.

Procedure-related complications and follow-up

The monitoring of procedure-related complications was carried out by evaluating any complications that were recorded in the patients’ bronchoscopy records, and then evaluating whether these complications were related to the stent placement procedure.

Follow-up data were based on bronchoscopy records and imaging data. Short-term complications (1 week after the operation), mid-term complications (1–3 months after operation), and long-term complications (more than 3 months after operation) such as secretions retention, re-stenosis requiring further interventions, stent fracture, stent migration, and so on were recorded.

Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics were used to tabulate the demographic characteristics of the study population. Quantitative data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD). The chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test was used to compare the categorical data between the two groups. For all tests, a P value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Statistical analysis of the data was performed using SPSS version 22.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Results

Between January 2007 and June 2020, a total of 36 patients (26 males and 10 females; median age, 61 years; age range, 30–83 years) with malignant carinal stenosis treated with a customized Micro-Tech self-expanding bare metal Y stent at Beijing Tian Tan Hospital, Capital Medical University were enrolled. The most common cause for malignant carinal stenosis was non-small cell lung cancer. Table 1 shows the baseline characteristics of enrolled patients.

Stent insertion was technically successful in 35 patients, resulting in the technical success of 97.2% (35/36). Insertion of the customized Y stent failed in one patient because the two bronchial limbs were early released before being completely inserted into the main-stem bronchus. The customized Y stent was removed immediately by an alligator biopsy forceps and a spare uncovered metallic cone-shaped stent was inserted instead. The patient was a 75-year-old male who was diagnosed as squamous cell carcinoma of right lung and underwent surgical resection of the entire right lower lobe and right middle lobe. Tumor recurrence was found in the lower part of trachea and carina. The proximal end (18 mm) of cone-shaped stent was positioned in the trachea while the distal end (10 mm) was positioned in the left main-stem bronchus. The meshes on
the cone-shaped stent near the opening of right main-stem bronchus was enlarged by laser cutting, which allowed the airflow and sputum could pass through.

Duration of follow-up ranged between 1 and 2,130 days, with a median of 57 days. Short-term follow-up data were acquired from 34 patients, mid-term follow-up data were acquired from 20 patients, and long-term follow-up data were acquired from 7 patients. Data on complications in remaining patients were incomplete because they did not attend further follow-up; they died of the fatal evolution of their malignant disease or changed to an unknown physician or were being treated in a different local hospital after the procedure. Figure 4 shows the flow diagram of this study.

Clinical success

Clinical success was achieved in all those 35 patients. The 35 customized Y stents used in this study had the following dimensions (Table 2). The clinical success rate was 97.2% (35/36). The respiratory difficulty instantly improved after treatment and all of the patients experienced an improvement of at least 1 grade post-procedure. The 4 patients who received invasive ventilation before Y stent placement were extubated immediately post-procedure. The respiratory support grades of all patients were classified into Grade 1 (breathing room air) when they left anesthesia recovery room (P<0.0001, Table 3). The average dyspnea index decreased from 3.14±0.73 to 1.71±0.62 before and 3 days post-procedure.
Complications

There was no procedure-related mortality. Among 35 patients, 4 (11.4%) had stent-associated complications recorded in bronchoscopy records, including bleeding that required the use of hemostatic drugs under bronchoscope (2 cases), and insufficient expansion of one side of the bronchial limb, which need a balloon dilation (2 cases). These complications did not influence the procedure of stent insertion. All patients were advised to use nebulization of acetylcysteine (0.3 g, 3 mL) and normal saline at least twice daily after Y-stent insertion. Excess secretion retention was not seen in any of the patients.

Short-term follow-up data were acquired from 35 patients. One patient died at the 1st postoperative day due to type I respiratory failure caused by acute pulmonary embolism, 1 patient had pneumothorax at the 1st postoperative day due to severe cough and was cured after closed drainage, and 1 patient had facial edema at the 1st postoperative day because the Y stent squeezed tumor, which led to superior vena cava obstruction syndrome.

Mid-term follow-up data were acquired from 25 patients, in which 5 patients died of the fatal evolution of their malignant disease. Out of 20 patients survived, 13 patients (65%) had re-stenosis of the stent due to tumor growth and needed further interventions, 3 patients (15%) had stent fractures, and 1 patient (5%) had tracheoesophageal fistula because of the progression of esophageal cancer.

Long-term follow-up data were acquired from 13 patients, in which 6 patients died of the fatal evolution of their malignant disease. The longest follow-up time was 2,130 days. Out of

Table 2 The dimensions of customizable Y stent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions of Y stent</th>
<th>Diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Length (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracheal limb</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left bronchial limb</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right bronchial limb</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 3 Respiratory support before and after Y stent placement in 35 patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respiratory support grade</th>
<th>Stent insertion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 (Breathing room air)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (Low concentration oxygen therapy by cannula, FiO\textsubscript{2} \leq 35%)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (High concentration oxygen therapy by mask, FiO\textsubscript{2} &gt; 40%)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P<0.0001, Chi-Square test. *, the timepoint when patients left anesthesia recovery room.

Discussion

The first Y-stent was a silastic stent developed in 1972 by Neville and colleagues (6). Throughout the following years, airway stents were further advanced, and nowadays, different Y-stents that differ in material, rigidity, and insertion technique are available. One of the most commonly used Y-stents is the Dumon Y-stent that is useful and is well-tolerated in the management of malignant carina stenosis. However, it’s not without disadvantages. The placement of silicone Dumon stent requires preliminary dilation of the stenosis, which usually increases the operating time. Other disadvantages include poor shape-adaptability, granulation tissue formation, secretion retention, and migration (4).

Self-expandable metallic Y-stent offers a precise adaptation to irregular airways and is easier to place (7,8). Compared with silicone Y-stent, the self-expandable metallic Y-stent has easier adoptability under topical anesthesia, even when the patient’s performance status is not good enough for general anesthesia. Moreover, due to their thin walls, metallic stents have a larger internal luminal diameter than silicone stents, which allow for better clearance of secretions. In previous studies, the self-expandable metallic Y-stents used were not customizable, and that came in very limited sizes (9,10). Since doctors cannot adjust the length of self-expandable metallic Y-stent as silicone stents, some patients may receive self-expandable metallic Y-stents with the unsuitable size. An undersized stent can lead to stent migration; an oversized stent can lead to excessive radial force being placed on the airway mucosa, which in turn may lead to overgrowth of granulation tissue, and less commonly, erosion or perforation (1).

Micro-Tech stents (Micro-Tech Co., Ltd., Nanjing, China) are self-expanding metal stents that are available in different sizes and are individually customizable. These materials (nickel titanium alloy) possess a so-called memory effect, meaning that the stent returns to its originally designed shape and size after having been deployed (11). In this study, all patients got a customized self-expanding metal Y-stent inserted. The diameter and length of the tracheal limb varied from 12 to 18 mm and from 30 to 70 mm, respectively, and the diameter and length of the two bronchial limbs varied from 8 to 14 and 10 to 50 mm, respectively. These customized Y-stents offer a more precise adaptation to irregular stenosis airways, thus achieving better treatment effects and avoiding related complications. In this study, no migrations were observed. One patient had tracheoesophageal fistula at the mid-time follow up; however, this was not stent-related and was caused by the progression of esophageal cancer.

Re-stenosis of the stent due to tumor progression was the main mid- and long-term stent-related complication in this study. However, for most patients, further interventions could be performed to relieve the re-stenosis, and when possible, adjuvant tumor-specific therapy could be given. The defining prognostic factor for the further survival of the patients with malignant airway stenosis is the course of the underlying malignancy (9). Stent fractures occasionally occurred during the mid/long term follow-up. In the previous study, the average survival time of malignant airway stenosis patients was not very long (12), therefore, stent fracture could be occasionally tolerated except in case of severe complications or if the patency of the airway could not be maintained. In fact, in this study, none of the patients needed to remove the stent and/or re-implant a new stent.

MSCT scans, including coronal and sagittal reconstruction, provides invaluable information in the initial evaluation of a patient (13). First of all, it could provide measurements for the length, diameter, and location of the involved airway segment, proximal and distal diameter of the healthy adjacent zones, the angles between the two main bronchi, thus providing detailed information for the design of customized Y-stent. Secondly, for cases in which the initial bronchoscopy evaluation fails to visualize the airways beyond the site of obstruction, multi-slice CT serves as an important adjunct study by providing detailed anatomic
information of the distal airways. Finally, multi-slice CT also provides important complementary information regarding the relationship of the stenosis airways to other adjacent structures that are not visible at bronchoscopy, so as to anticipate any possible complication related to the stents. In this study, one patient had facial edema after operation, which was caused by Y stent squeezing the tumor and leading to superior vena cava obstruction syndrome. This complication has been anticipated before operation by using CT scan, and it was suggested that patient should be given radiotherapy after Y-stent placement as soon as possible.

Initial bronchoscopy evaluation was also necessary before the size of the Y-stent was confirmed. On the one hand, the location, length, and stenosis degree of the involved airway segment should be further checked by bronchoscopy; on the other hand, for some cases, initial bronchoscopy evaluation could help interventional pulmonologists decide whether interventional procedures, such as mechanical debulking, electro surgery, and laser ablation are needed to relieve stenosis symptoms, thus providing enough time for patients waiting for the customized Y-stent.

This study has a few limitations. First, it was a single-center retrospective study. Second, the sample size was small. Third, the data of survival time of patients were incomplete because most patients were referred from other hospitals that were distant from our hospital. When the patients were too sick to tolerate long-distance travel to our hospital, they did not attend further follow-up and were treated in a different local hospital.

In conclusion, the current study described the design and insertion of customized self-expanding bare metal Y-stents and demonstrated the feasibility of their use for maintaining tracheal and main-stem bronchus patency in malignant carinal stenosis. This approach could be used as a bridging method before commencing adjuvant therapy and final palliative therapy for the relief of symptoms.
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